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This morning Rick headed over to the McKerroll farm to give Paul, the father of the bride, a
hand at getting the final details completed in preparation for Saturday. Last night Karley, Ian and
Jay flew into Toronto and stayed in the city overnight and this morning they drove up from the
city along with Bill and Laura. The girls were having a “hair” day and the boys were working at
the farm with Paul and Rick.
  
     Meanwhile I stayed at the Moho in anticipation for our satellite specialist, Armand’s arrival.
He was supposed to come by to install our HD PVR and a device to make finding and staying
on the TV satellite while in motion better. I also spent some of my day adding pictures to our
website. Well, Armand didn’t arrive; he was delayed by another installation that was
troublesome, and uploading the pictures proved to be extremely problematic. I swear by the
time I get every bug ironed out of this website, I will be bald from all my hair-pulling! Anyway I
did add some pictures; check out September 19-23 from Osoyoos to Waterton in the Picture
section. There are many more to add but with the aggravations I encountered today it will take
me a while to add them to the site.
  
     Tonight Paul and Marge, Laura’s folks, and Rick and I treated Bill, Laura, Megan (Laura’s
sister), Jesse (her brother), Karley, Ian and Jay to a dinner at Theo’s Restaurant in Orillia. It was
a fun way to get the gang together, share some funny stories and take some candid pictures
(actually it was Bill and Laura getting the candid shots while mine were more conventional).
From left clockwise: Bill, Megan, Ian, Karley, Rick, Jay, Jesse and Laura. Noticeably not in the
picture was Paul, Marge and myself; my excuse was I was the photographer, Marge and Paul
were at this end of the table and I couldn’t fit them in. (I’ll make up for it on Saturday.)    
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